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A ne of the unfortunate lega-
|L,l cies of zo16 is the frequency
of so-called "post-truth" commu-
nications. This term has
emerged to describe communi-
cations in which objective facts
are replaced by erroneous asser-
tions aimed at creating emotion--
based beliefs. Post-truth commu-
nications reached a peak during
the U.S. presidential election i
campaign. But Canadians have
also seen an escalation of post-
truth communications, particu-
larly in relation to energy. What
follows are some of those asser-
tions contrasted with real-world
facts.

Post-truth No. 1: We have the
technology to replace fossil
fuels with wind and solar
energy

Real-world facts:
) Fossil fuels generate more than
65 per cent of global electricity
production. Despite the hun-
dreds of billions of dollars
invested, wind and solar pro-
vides only 1.5 per cent of global
power. You may have seen high-
er figures from the green-power
industry, but that's a classic post-
truth distortion quoting "capaci-
ty" versus actual electricity deliv-
ered. Solar panels operate at
"capacity" on a sunny summer
day, less on a cloudy day and
zero at night. Likewise, a wind-
power farm might reach capacity
on windy days, but produces
nothing on calm days. At best,
the average portion of wind and
solar capacity producing usable
electricity is in the 2o-per-cent
to 3o-per-centrange. And that
leads to another fact that green
power advocates fail to mention:
Because wind and solar are
intrinsically undependable, they
must be backed up by reliable
power plants, which are almost
always fossil-fuelled. The result:
Consumers suffer large rate in-
creases to pay for power they
can't depend on and then pay
again to build and operate
expensive standby fossil-fueled
plants.
) Fossil fuels power almost all
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